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Bruno Carlier 

Freelance translator - From English & Spanish to French 

Bruno Carlier Traduction at www.CrossWordsTraduction.fr 

bruno.carlier@crosswordstraduction.fr 

Greater Rouen Metropolitan – France 

 

More information at: 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/carlier-bruno-440b983/?locale=en_US 

 

What is that little extra that makes my offer of services different? 

Nothing less than twenty-five years in the international trading, the (buzz) marketing and the supply 

chain fields, including too the teaching of foreign languages (English and Spanish) as well as French 

as a Foreign Language and themes applied to international trade and commerce. 

I hold a university degree (Master’s degree) in both foreign languages (technical translations) and 

international business, and I followed, fifteen years after completing my initial studies, a 

specialization degree in Supply Chain Management, at an engineering school. Fluent in English and 

Spanish as my almost adoptive languages, both written and spoken, I also like to venture into some 

other languages whose sounds and expressions I do appreciate: Portuguese, Italian and Turkish. I 

have had the chance of staying from several months to several years in England, Spain, South 

America (mainly Ecuador and surrounding countries) and Italy; to name but a few. 

During all these years, I have spent a great deal of time working in stimulating environments 

because intercultural, technical, varied and demanding. I have worked on technical and commercial 

translations and, unfortunately, more rarely on literary content, and have had the opportunity to 

serve as an interpreter in simultaneous translation from Spanish to French, and consecutive 

translation between Spanish and French. 

Needless to say that even if I cannot believe I am a twelve-legged sheep (shall I say five?), in order 

to carry out these past and future missions, a minimum of qualities is required, which I would 

summarize as follows, and that I am proposing to you today, with confidence and determination : 

communication - responsiveness – team work & spirit - very high level of precision and 

meticulousness however offset by a fast problem solving capacity - rigor - leadership - adaptability 

and an indomitable sense of humor and optimism. 

 

Current position: Professional freelance translator - From English and Spanish to French 

Starting date: January 2021 

Company name: Bruno Carlier Translations with CrossWordsTraduction.fr  

Location: mainly France 

Commercial and economic translation (including commercial contracts, marketing content) - Technical  

translation (industry and technologies) - Other translations (tourism, politics, literature). 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/carlier-bruno-440b983/?locale=en_US
https://en.crosswordstraduction.fr/
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Supply Chain and Management Missions 

From 2008 to 2020 (13 years) 

Company name: Gemalto - Glaxo Smith Kline - Aptar - Intertek - Johnson & Johnson 

Location: mainly France, UK, South Africa 

Missions in the industry and the service sectors 

Project / Team and/or Supply Chain management: product and/or information flows optimisation,  

Production Planning, KPIs, Information Systems upgrade or change etc. 

 

Operations manager 

From 2006 to 2008 (3 years) 

Company name: Buzzy Days 

Location: mainly France 

Web communication Agency (Buzz Marketing): setting up of a web platform and business partnerships. 

 

Transition missions 

From 2002 to 2005 (4 years) 

Company name: EU companies in the multimodal transport and import-export sectors 

Location: mainly France 

Missions in the multimodal transport and import-export sectors. 

 

Export Manager 

From 1997 to 2002 (5 years) 

Company name: AXION Industries 

Location: mainly France, UK & the Maghreb region 

International trading of technical products for industry. Mainly packaging and wrapping products. 

 

Teaching and temporary assignments in translation and interpreting 

From 1989 to 1996 (8 years) 

Company name: French National Education, Alliance Française (France & abroad), UNICEF etc. 

Location: mainly France, Spain, England, Ecuador 

Teaching English, Spanish, French as foreign languages plus marketing, political geography, group  

facilitation and consecutive translation – Written, simultaneous and consecutive translation missions. 


